Preparing for Our Senior Guests
Responsibility Groups:
Students

Responsibilities
Creation of Conversation Groups:
- We will need 14 groups of 4 - 2 students and 2 seniors
- We will need a number sign for each of the 14 tables
- We will need a pair of students for each of the 14 tables
- We will need a basket with numbers 1-14 (2 of each) for the
seniors to pick when they come in so they know which
conversation group to join
Creation of “Welcome to MDHS Senior Friends!” Banner
- Use Mrs. Sebastian’s banner paper and paint
Creation of Question Sheet for Students and Seniors
- Use yesterday’s “Conversation Starters” doc to create a
question sheet with the list of questions for students and
seniors to have at each table group
Creation of Welcome Announcement
- Welcome the seniors to our school
- Let them know what we are doing
- Let them know where the washroom is
- Let them know where tea, coffee and cookies will be (Rm 214
on the low table and high table)
- Reminder to take photos of new friends throughout our time
together
Creation of Wrap-up Announcement
- Thank seniors for coming
- Any personal sentiments you may have
- Reminder of our next visit on Monday April 1st
- Reminder to bring a snack that is cultural or meaningful and
an example or a photo of a wellness tool that you use
- Ask if anyone has any questions or comments to share
Route to Class Map and Signs

Who is available Monday during Period 4 to:
- Set up Rm 213 and Rm 214 for conversations and snacks?
Who is available Monday at the very end of Period 4 and beginning of Period 5 to:
- Greet seniors at the office and direct them to the classroom? (How should we work this?)

-

Greet seniors outside the door of Rm 213 and 214 with basket of numbers and directions of where
to go?

